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The Star Machine 2406 Insulation Vacuum is one of the most powerful insulation 
vacuums on the market. With the famously reliable 24 HP Honda® engine that comes 
with electric start, low oil protection, and a running hour display, you know this vacuum 
is going to last. We also included a 12-volt battery and battery case to match. Each 
2406 Vacuum has a 6” inlet with a 6” to 4” reducer included, 6“ outlet, and an 
electronically balanced eight fin, 20” impeller entirely crafted from 1/4“ back plate steel, 
designed not only to create maximum suction, but to also shred the insulation materials 
that it collects for easy disposal - these vacuums are built to make the job of insulation that it collects for easy disposal - these vacuums are built to make the job of insulation 
removal easier than ever. 

We have seen the 2406 Vacuum collect, shred, and dispose of entire batts of insulation. The 6” inlet is offset from 
center of the impeller to optimize airflow and reduce any collection of insulation in the vacuum. This keeps the 
vacuum running smoothly all day.

All 2406 Insulation Vacuums come with a portable 5.5 U.S. Gallon gasoline tank for safe refueling and easy 
transport.

The Truck Mounted 2406 Insulation Vacuum from Star Machine is
specially made to be mounted on a truck or trailer. This is ideal for 
rigs set up specifically for large insulation removal jobs where you 
know you will always need your Star Machine Vacuum on site to 
get the job done quickly.

This custom configuration permits a permanent or temporary floor
mounting in any of your trailer or truck rigs.mounting in any of your trailer or truck rigs.

The Mobile 2406 Insulation Vacuum from Star Machine is the
ideal all around insulation vacuum, with 16” pneumatic wheels,
and a wide grip handle - the Mobile 2406 Vacuum is ready to
go where ever the job takes you. We have carefully balanced
the weight of the vacuum for ease of mobility, and constructed 
the entire cart from heavy duty steel.

The removable handle decreases the footprint of the vacuum The removable handle decreases the footprint of the vacuum 
for easy transport or storage. 

Give us a call today for your quote on a 2406 Insulation 
Vacuum or any of our quality Star Machine Products!
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